Packaging MDL Specimens for FedEx Pick-up.

1. Insert sealed biohazard bag into the prepaid FedEx Lab Pack envelope. One Lab Pack will accommodate 6-7 Styrofoam containers. Don’t forget to seal the Lab pack!
2. Verify that a preaddressed airbill is attached to ensure proper delivery.
3. Insert labeled vial into mailer.
4. Remove FedEx receipt inside Lab Pack for your records.
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Packaging MDL Specimens for FedEx Pick-up.

1. Insert labeled vial into mailer

2. Insert the mailer into biohazard bag.

3. Insert sealed biohazard bag into the prepaid FedEx Lab Pack envelope. One Lab Pack will accommodate 6-7 Styrofoam containers.

4. Remove FedEx receipt inside Lab Pack for your records.

   Don’t forget to seal the Lab pack!

Verify that a preaddressed airbill is attached to ensure proper delivery.
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